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Abstract: In the current era, anyone can freely access the Internet thanks to
the development of information and communication technology. The cloud
is attracting attention due to its ability to meet continuous user demands for
resources. Additionally, Cloud is effective for systems with large data flow
such as the Internet of Things (IoT) systems and Smart Cities. Nonetheless,
the use of traditional networking technology in the cloud causes network
traffic overload and network security problems. Therefore, the cloud requires
efficient networking technology to solve the existing challenges. In this paper,
we propose one-time password-based software-defined cloud architecture for
secure dynamic routing to mitigating the above-mention issues. The proposed
cloud architecture provides a secure data path through dynamic routing using
One-Time Internet Protocol (OTIP) algorithm between each layer. On the
network side, we use software-defined technology to provide efficient network
management and data security. We introduce a software-defined cloud archi-
tecture that appliesOTIP algorithms for secure dynamic routing.We conduct a
comparative analysis between general IP communication and proposed OTIP
communication architecture. It evaluates the performance of OTIP algo-
rithms. Finally, we examine the proposed software-defined cloud architecture,
including how to apply OTIP in secure dynamic routing according to the
results of the comparative analysis.

Keywords: Secure routing; dynamic routing; one-time password; software-
defined network; software-defined perimeter; cloud computing

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of information and communication technology and the activa-
tion of the Internet of Everything (IoE), anyone can access the Internet anytime, anywhere. In
particular, IoE is rapidly developing with the evolution of the technological environment, personal
internet storage, and machine learning based on big data [1,2]. Cloud is a next-generation method
of computing that allows users to utilize as many computing resources as necessary through
an Internet communication network whenever, wherever [3]. It offers the benefits of excellent
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connectivity as accessed remotely and superior efficiency by allocating the required computing
resources [4]. It is extensively used in a broad range of flexible systems such as smart cities,
smart factories, and machine learning services [5,6]. Large-scale clouds use empowered edge that
enables the main function of the edge and distributed cloud, which reduces the load on clouds
by distributing them [7,8]. Given such wide array of cloud services, technologies such as software-
defined cloud and blockchain-based cloud are being studied continuously [9]. Therefore, today’s
cloud must use faster and more efficient network methods, address network traffic problems, and
veer away from existing network construction and operation methods [10,11]. Furthermore, there
is a need for an effective cloud security technology so that the cloud can be protected against the
many highly advanced and persistent threat attacks targeting the cloud.

Nonetheless, the widespread use of IT technology through the cloud gives rise to several
problems. In its report on global networking trends in 2020, Cisco noted that “an increase of
network traffic of great complexity and on an exponential scale is inevitable due to the explosion
in the use of IoT devices, apps, and related data.” In other words, the cloud is vulnerable to
traffic problems when using existing networks, and it is a prime target of cyberattacks using
vulnerabilities. So, the cloud is the central target of many attackers because it manages a lot
of data. According to Checkpoint’s 2020 Report on Cybersecurity, over 90% of enterprises were
using certain types of cloud services as of 2019, and most of them have been attacked by cloud
servers [12]. This is mainly due to cloud misconfiguration and management errors as well as
Advanced and Persistent Threats (APTs) and network attacks.

In this paper, we propose an OTP-based software-defined cloud architecture for dynamic
routing. For this purpose, we use a Software-Defined Perimeter (SDP) and a Software-Defined
Network (SDN) to provide software-defined technological services. Network attacks can be dealt
with by applying black cloud-based user identity authentication through the SDP, and network
traffic problems can be mitigated by managing the network through the SDN. The OTP-based
Internet Protocol (OTIP) algorithm is used for the control path between the controller layer, the
SDN layer, and the data path between the user and the SDN layer. This algorithm provides safety
against network sniffing, man-in-the-middle attacks, and advanced persistent threat attacks. We
introduce the proposed software-defined cloud architecture and the OTIP algorithm for secure
dynamic routing and present the results of a comparative analysis with existing IP communication
through the OTIP algorithm. Finally, we discuss how software-defined cloud architectures with
OTIP technology can be used in large-scale clouds that require secure routing.

2 Related Work

This section describes the core technology of the proposed software-defined cloud architecture
and presents the requirements for the safe, efficient use of the cloud architecture. It also describes
various relevant studies that have been conducted to meet the requirements of cloud architectures.

2.1 Core Technology
2.1.1 One-Time Password

One-Time Password (OTP) is an authentication technique that applies a single-use password.
In this process, users cannot utilize the password again after authentication [13]. In general,
passwords are disposable and are generated through proposed OTP algorithms. OTP generation
is dependent on the S/Key methods wherein the OTP is generated by hash chain-based time
synchronization [14]. The time synchronization method generates the OTP based on a certain
time for both the client and the server. This does not require any input, and there are only
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a few instances when the client either does not have to communicate or has to communicate.
Therefore, the time synchronization OTP is safe against man-in-the-middle attacks and network
packet sniffing in the process of client-to-server communication [15]. Nowadays, OTP is often used
as part of the two-factor authentication method, and it is also commonly employed for mobile
financial authentication, login authentication for Google, Amazon Web Services (AWS), and so on.

2.1.2 Software-Defined Network
Software-Defined Networks (SDN) utilize software-based controllers that are based on pro-

gramming [16]. Network administrators are managed consistently and efficiently through central
control [17]. It is appropriate to support intelligent networks for the proposed architecture work.
Additionally, the SDN network programming supports network abstraction through software to
decentralize networking devices or control to manage the network. SDN offers service flexibility
and simplifies network management through the logical centralization of intelligence and con-
troller. Through such simplification, SDN overcomes hardware and operational costs in large
network structures [18].

SDN consists of an infrastructure layer, a control layer, and an application layer. The
infrastructure layer is composed of network devices; OpenFlow technology, which is an interface
standard between the control layer and the infrastructure layer, is generally used [19]. As a core
element of SDN, the control layer has an essential role of software-defined forwarding as a data
forwarding function. It is managed by the infrastructure layer with the SDN control software.
In addition, network control and management are performed by receiving the network policy
of the application layer through the Application Programming Interface (API). The application
layer manages the SDN’s network policy in an integrated manner [20]. It also performs global
management abstraction that can control network elements and reactions according to events
(topology change or new flow input, etc.)

2.1.3 Software-Defined Perimeter
Software-Defined Perimeter (SDP) is a virtually separated access control network framework

based on user identity and terminal status information [21]. The core concept of the SDP is
that identity and status approval is required before the user terminal is allowed to connect [22].
After completing identification, it is a pre-authentication and connection method that lets the user
check the list of accessible resources according to the authority. In other words, an authorized
user can check who can access it, and this is then provided with an individual and reliable
secure connection. Conversely, if devices are not approved, they are “blocked,” and the user will
not be able to identify the target. The SDP dynamically creates individual segments that can be
accessed according to the user’s identity. This enables the establishment of highly sophisticated
access control policies that ensure the establishment and operation of a consistent access policy in
a heterogeneous cloud environment. Consequently, SDP is decreasing the operating costs through
simplification of the network configuration. It has been evaluated as a flexible and scalable open
architecture for cloud enterprise networks.

The SDP is composed of an SDP controller, an initiating host, and an accepting host [23].
As a key element of the SDP framework, the SDP controller communicates with all the SDP
components and acts as a middle manager. It is also a reliable authenticator between the initiating
host and the accepting hosts and is responsible for all control messages. Controller can be linked
with various methods of authentication, such as certificate issuance, RADIUS, PKI, and OpenID.
Meanwhile, the initiating host is an SDP client that processes a connection request for a service
or an application. This request is submitted to the SDP controller in order to authenticate
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information about the hardware or software in the initiating host. Once authentication is com-
pleted using the certificate stored in the SDP controller, the initiating host creates a mutual TLS
tunnel that connects to the authorized server or application and accesses the server or application
through this process. The accepting host is device that is instructed to accept an SDP controller-
approved service or application. SDP is set to reject all packets and requests from all hosts except
the services or applications approved by the SDP controller.

2.2 Requirement of Cloud Architecture Secure Dynamic Routing
The requirements of cloud architecture for secure routing is mentioned below which provides

secure dynamic routing and stable cloud services. And address the problems such as insecure data
paths, a rapid increase in traffic, and cloud security attacks on existing large-scale cloud systems.

Secure routing: The modern cloud performs its specific functions by subdividing the edge layer
into specialized edges to manage large-scale clouds effectively. Control channels are used for cloud
control through each specialized edge. The attacker targets a specific edge or aims to transmit
the necessary data to an attacker. To acquire the authority of the cloud, attackers eavesdrop on
packets through a man-in-the-middle attack or an IP spoofing attack. Cyber-attacks that target
these clouds can create a threat to the entire cloud. To protect communication channels, the cloud
must provide secure routing that establishes and manages secure communication paths.

Privacy: In the cloud, virtualization technology is used to make one single computing resource
appear as multiple computing resources. In other words, a user gets allocated one computing
resource and uses the same space. Thus, any ensuing privacy infringement can cause a great deal
of damage in terms of user data and money. In particular, attention is paid to the management
of access rights and to weak control areas. According to CSA, data are most vulnerable to
misconfiguration or exploitation of privacy threats. All data accessed over the Internet, so provide
the rights to access the data and provide security and privacy. Furthermore, if the logic, security,
and verification of the data infrastructure are not completely controlled and managed, the control
area becomes weak; this potentially results in problems such as data leak, data non-usability, and
data corruption.

Data integrity: The cloud stores data from each client by using each non-overlapping data
channel and provides data to the client. In the course of data processing, only authorized users
can access, modify, or delete data. To ensure data integrity, it is essential to check whether a user
who wants to change data is an authorized user.

Efficiency: The cloud’s efficiency should be guaranteed that allows users to use the cloud
resources. That way, users can pay in full the lowest cost to them according to the purposes
and requirements. The cloud provides its resources according to the user requirements through
virtualization technology, so it has an advantage in terms of preventing resource loss compared
to the existing computing service. However, the existing system has limited efficiency due to the
connection of a wide range of peripheral devices (IoT devices, clients) in a large-scale cloud
system. It means that increased traffic wastes resources on unnecessary user access.

Scalability: Nowadays, the cloud does not merely store data but is combined with IoT systems
and machine learning technologies. The cloud is to form large-scale cloud networks such as smart
cities and smart factories. Therefore, when expanding to a large-scale network, the cloud system
must be able to provide the same services as the existing system. It is a crucial requirement in
using the cloud. If it does not get, there will be a risk of explosion of network traffic and data
breaches from network attacks. So, it will fatally paralyze the network.
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2.3 Existing Researches
Many existing studies have proposed architecture or a framework for dynamic routing, but

this gives rise to various challenges. Singh et al. [24] proposed an NFV-SDP architecture that
combines Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and SDP. NFV is a technology that combines
virtualization technology with a network and is able to cope with network traffic flexibly. Still,
NFV has certain security problems such as hypervisor attacks and Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks due to virtualization technology. This problem is addressed through the use of NFV-SDP
architecture, which enables the customization of deployment and access control to meet various
user needs. The NFV-SDP architecture was tested in a virtual environment. As a result, it was
found to be resistant to DoS attacks and is consequently effective in terms of security. Sallam
et al. [25] proposed an SDP-SDN integrated architecture that integrates SDN and SDP. Through
the widespread adoption of the SDN, network management can be simplified by reducing traffic,
Capital Expenditure (CAPEX), and Operation Expenses (OPEX). Nevertheless, the widespread
use of SDN poses a problem in terms of security. The architecture can be flexibly deployed so as
to adapt to the needs of the general network security perimeter, port canning attacks, and denial
of service (DoS) bandwidth attacks. In this respect, the proposed architecture is scalable from
the network side through integration of the SDP and the SDN. Moubayed et al. [26] proposed
an SDP security model to protect modern networks dynamically. The SDP secure network is a
model that first needs to know how to check and authenticate a device’s ID before accessing
the application infrastructure. Security issues such as proper authentication, access control, data
privacy, and data integrity arise in modern networks due to the use of virtualized networking
technology. Many studies have been conducted on a security framework capable of dynamically
protecting the network. According to the results of a performance evaluation, SDP security
networks offer a resilient environment. It despite the longer initial connection set-up time for
denial-of-service attacks and port search attacks.

Xie et al. [27] conducted a study on the SDP’s initiating host protocol configuration algo-
rithm. They proposed an initiating host protocol algorithm for the software-defined perimeter and
studied an efficient SDP for the cloud model. The cloud infrastructure was changed by adding
a message queue at the SDP’s initiating host. Message queues mainly store control information
in a queue in order to resolve the problem of maximum congestion and network congestion.
Erdem et al. [28] proposed a One-time Password as a Service (OTPaaS), a cloud-based OTP
architecture, for reliable user authentication. OTPaaS establishes an OTP provider in the process
of authenticating a cloud service and performs cloud user registration, service provider activation,
and authentication. OTPaaS can defend against attacks by outsiders, user disconnection properties,
and attacks by OTP validators within the specified environment. El-Booz et al. [29] proposed a
cloud storage system that combines time-based one-time password (TOTP) and automatic blocker
protocol (ABP). The TOTP for user authentication and ABP are used to protect the system
completely. The system consists of the following: 1) An organization manager with full control
over the cloud, 2) a third-party auditor (TPA) who can audit the stored data in the cloud at
the request of the administrator, and 3) a cloud service provider (CSP) that stores the data. The
TOTP authenticates the user. The data communication process is audited by the TPA between the
user and the cloud storage. Thus, if a problem occurs, access is blocked through the ABP.

Babiceanu et al. [30] proposed an integrated modeling environment that addresses virtual man-
ufacturing system assurance through cybersecurity and resilience mechanisms for SDN applica-
tions. The proposed integrated modeling environment applies SDN to provide a cybersecurity and
resilience framework for manufacturing process applications. A resilient-cybersecurity ontology
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model and a mechanism are used to maintain the IIoT manufacturing system in a secure state.
In addition, the proposed SDN-based manufacturing application is designed to connect to the
existing system built to secure the safety and reliability of the Internet network. Nevertheless,
the proposed manufacturing application modeling environment is intended to interoperate in an
isolated environment and the Internet. The security and privacy aspects were not taken into
account in manufacturing the applications, and related vulnerabilities may exist. Cao et al. [31]
proposed a new SDN framework (SDQaaS) for QaaS with quantum key distribution as a service
(QaaS) function in the SDN controller. The proposed framework suggests extended protocols for
QaaS, workflows for intercommunication, routing, and SKR allocation. They verified the proposed
approach by constructing an SDQaaS experimental testbed and performing a numerical simula-
tion. The restricting framework provides efficient and flexible QaaS of the QKD network. QaaS
can increase the probability of success of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) service requests by
gradually overcoming the requirements.

3 Proposed OTP-Based Software-Defined Cloud Architecture

This section presents the proposed software-defined cloud architecture, which provides OTP-
based dynamic routing. The architecture uses a software-defined perimeter (SDP) based on user
identity authentication. SDP copes with unauthorized user access and network attacks and com-
plements. The architecture is combined with the software-defined network (SDN) to make it easier
to cope with the large traffic. At its core, the OTIP algorithm is used for secure dynamic routing,
and it is applied to the control channel between the device layer and the controller layer and
the data channel between the SDN layer and the controller layer. This technology can solve the
problem of network attacks on communication channels.

3.1 Design Overview
The OTP-based software-defined cloud architecture is composed of the server layer, the SDN

layer, the controller layer, and the device layer as shown in Fig. 1. The device layer consists of
devices that connect to the cloud. The controller layer is composed of a routing device that serves
as an SDP controller. The authentication information and approved device information of each
device in the network are stored in the SDP controller. It has an SDP link table where the path
of the SDN layer is stored. A device certification table containing information on the approved
device layer. The controller layer only allows access by authentication devices among the devices
in the device layer. In addition, communication between the device and the SDN layer is carried
out by allowing communicating with the SDN layer through the path of the SDN link table. The
SDN layer is composed of an SDN-based router that efficiently manages the network. There are
SDN link tables where the path of the controller layer is stored, including a server link table for
data communication with devices. The SDN layer controls the controller layer by using a control
channel that employs the OTIP algorithm, with the controller layer stored in the SDN link table.
The path stored in the server link table is also communicated to the device through the data
channel using the OTIP algorithm. The server layer is a data server where data are stored, and it
provides data according to the request of the SDN layer.

3.2 One-Time Internet Protocol Algorithm
The One-Time Internet Protocol (OTIP) algorithm is an OTP-based IP change algorithm

for secure dynamic routing. It is using for defending network attacks in specific communication
channels with periodic changes in control and data channel. OTIP algorithms can change IP
information periodically through time information using the OTP. Formula (1) is a mathematical
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representation of an OTIP algorithm. Specifically, the OTIP can be used in a set private network
by calculating the existing IP XOR operations with the OTP information generated. It is because
NOR operations using subnet masks are performed for the proposed methodology.

Next IP Address=Generated OTP(4Byte) NOR SubnetMask XOR Current IP Address (1)

Figure 1: Proposed OTP-based software-defined cloud architecture

For example, assuming that the IP range of the private network is 192.168.0.1 to
192.168.0.127 as shown in Fig. 2, the subnet mask is 255.255.255.128. The devices in a private
network should use IP addresses within the IP range, and the subnet mask is 255.255.255.128. The
current IP address of a device is assumed to be 192.168.0.5, and the generated OTP, DA52CBA0.

The operation shown in Fig. 3 is calculated to generate the next IP. First, the NOR operation
of the generated OTP and the subnet mask in the private network is performed. The network
IP address is always 0, and the remaining host IP address is the NOR operation value. This is
because the network IP address portion of the calculation result 1 and the current IP is filled
with 0. The results of the existing IP address and the XOR operation always fall within the private
network of the current IP, as in calculation result 2.
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Figure 2: Information of private network

Figure 3: Result of OTTP calculation

The OTIP algorithm consists of four steps, which are as follows: 1) Use the current IP
channel, 2) Generate the next IP, 3) Use the next IP channel and open a temporary channel,
and 4) Close the temporary channel. These steps are depicted in Fig. 4. Here, the Use current IP
channel step is a state wherein an existing IP address and the current IP address are utilized to
generate the following IP address. The next IP generation step proceeds at a predetermined time
between the two connected nodes making up the communication channel. This step generates the
IP addresses within the scope of the private network through operations. The Use of the next
IP channel and open the temporary channel step use the newly created IP address rather than
the existing IP address. The existing IP channel is also opened as a temporary channel to prevent
the loss of packets that are already being transmitted in the process of changing the IP address
of the two nodes. Once the changed IP address has stabilized, the temporarily opened channel is
deleted through the Close temporary channel step.

The OTIP algorithm can change the IP channel for communication regularly without prior
consultation between the two communication nodes by employing the time-synchronization OTP.
Thus, OTIP can effectively defend against MITM attacks and ARP spoofing attacks. As another
advantage of OTIP, it is difficult to analyze packets through network sniffing as all the com-
munication channels change periodically. In terms of packet communication, packet loss during
IP changes over temporary channels is addressed, providing the same degree of reliability as the
traditional IP method.
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Figure 4: Flow chart of one-time Internet protocol

3.3 Methodological Flow of the Proposed Architecture
The proposed cloud architecture uses OTIP algorithms in controller-to-SDN and device-to-

SDN communications. The operational process of the cloud works is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Flow chart of the proposed cloud architecture

First, the user requests the controller to authenticate the authenticated device to access the
cloud. Only operations with approved devices are accepted, and unapproved devices will be
blocked. The controller delivers the certification result to the device through the response to the
authentication action. If the authentication results fail more than a certain number of times, the
status of the device certification table is locked; further attempts to authenticate are prevented as
well. The controller checks the path of the SDN that the device can access through the SDN
link table. The controller offers the information of the certified device. The path information of
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devices is provided through response server link operation. The communication channel between
the controller and the SDN is continuously synchronized and maintained through the OTIP
algorithm. The device and the SDN then generate data channels that do not pass through the
controller and which are continuously synchronized through the OTIP algorithm. The device
proceeds to send and receive data on the cloud to the SDN through this data channel. SDN
provides processing and data on device requests if there are no security policy issues.

4 Analysis

This section presents the results of analyzing the performance proposed architecture. The
analysis consists of three subsections: Experiment setup, security analysis, and performance anal-
ysis. The security analysis targeted the proposed architecture based on three types of attacks:
Network sniffing, man-in-the-middle attacks, and denial of service attacks.

4.1 Experiment Setup
This subsection provides a comparative analysis of the existing IPs and the OTIP algorithms

used for secure dynamic routing in the proposed software-defined cloud architecture. The analysis
process is carried out the “Network simulator 3” tool in the Ubuntu 20.04 LTS environment.
The OTIP algorithm changes the IP address every 30 s as the minimum OTP change time of the
time-based one-time password. As part of the security analysis, simulations are carried out against
network sniffing, man-in-the-middle attacks, and denial of service attacks. The attack is rerun at
intervals of 20, 50, and 80 s for accurate comparative analysis.

4.2 Security Analysis
This subsection presents an analysis of the security based on various types of attacks such

as network sniffing, man-in-the-middle attacks, and denial of service attacks.

• Network sniffing: Network sniffing is a type of attack wherein the attacker eavesdrops
on packets sent to the network. The attacker gets essential information from the system to be
attacked by sniffing. Fig. 6 shows the results of a network simulation of sniffing conducted on
the OTIP and the existing IP. In the simulation, sniffing was carried out at the 20-s section of
communication between the cloud and the client. While packets were continuously sniffed for
existing IPs, the OTIPs changed the IP address every 30 s to prevent continuous sniffing. In
actual network sniffing, the attacker uses the promiscuous mode for the network monitoring of the
packets. Continuous sniffing specifies the target’s communication packet and collects information
based on the IP address. In the case of the OTIP, it was difficult for an attacker to get a
particular communication packet because the IP address was changed continuously. Even if the
communication packet was specified, it is difficult for an attacker to collect information through
the communication packet.

• Man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack: MITM attacks are attacks wherein an attacker
approaches and relays data in the middle of the network communication process. The attacker
snoops or manipulates all communications to intercept sensitive data or to change the data to
the attacker’s advantage [32]. Fig. 7 shows the results of a network simulation wherein an MITM
attack was launched against the OTIP and the existing IPs. MITM attacks have succeeded by
launching attacks on the OTIP and the IP at 20-s intervals. For existing IPs, a successful attack
can allow an attacker to tap packets continuously [33]. In OTIP, the IP address changes every
30 s. So, the attack can be confirmed after 30 s. Subsequently, the MITM attack was successful
again at 50 and 80 s. Since the IP address changes every 30 s, however, the attacks fail.
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Figure 6: Network sniffing results

Figure 7: Man-in-the-middle attack results

• Denial of service (DoS) attack: The DoS attack is an attack wherein an attacker generates
traffic by transmitting a large packet to the target. It will cause the server to be paralyzed,
making it impossible to gain ordinary service access [34,35]. Fig. 8 shows the results of a network
simulation wherein a DoS attack was launched against the OTIP and the existing IPs. In the
simulation, 100 normal packets were sent and received in the course of communication between
the cloud system and the client. In the next 20 s, an attacker sent a large number of dummy
packets to the cloud system to launch a DoS attack. As a result, in systems with existing IPs, large
dummy packets paralyze the service, making it impossible to transmit and receive normal packets.
For the OTIP, however, the IP address can be changed every 30 s to ensure that normal packet
transmission and reception of cloud systems and users progress at 30-s intervals. As a result of
a further DoS attack on the OTIP at 50 and 80-s intervals, the IP address was observed to have
changed every 30 s to recover the system.

4.3 Performance Analysis
Fig. 9 presents the results of a network simulation of the OTIP and the existing IP. In

the simulation, 500 ping-pong packets were sent and received per second. To verify the smooth
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transmission and reception of packets in the OTIP network, the IP address was changed every 30 s
using the OTIP algorithm. In the case of existing IPs, it can be seen that the packets were sent
and received reliably. For the OTIP, a temporary decrease in the number of packets throughout
can be seen in the 30-s interval at which the IP address changes. In this process, however, packet
delays rather than packet loss occur, and subsequent sections also handle packets that have not
been processed. In other words, the process of changing the IP of OTIP has a temporary delay.
Still, it can be seen that the packet is processed without any packet loss.

Figure 8: Denial of service attack results

Figure 9: Packet throughput results

5 Conclusion

The proposed OTP-based software-defined cloud architecture uses software-defined perimeter
techniques designed based on user identity. It prevents unauthorized devices from attempting to
access the cloud so that only pre-authenticated devices can access it. Therefore, our proposal
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shows an effective reduction of resource loss in the cloud by proactively blocking unnecessary
accesses. We used software-defined network technology to control and manage network behav-
ior on software-based controllers. This allows flexibility in responding to large-scale traffic and
increases scalability. We deployed secure dynamic routing, which changes automatically to specific
intervals using the OTP-based OTIP algorithm in terms of communication channels. The proposed
secure dynamic routing is safe against various types of network attacks, including network sniping,
MITM attacks, and DoS attacks. Also, the architecture supports the continuous upgrading of
information, making repetitive attacks impossible. Thus, stability is provided against intelligent
threat attacks. As a result of the performance evaluation, efficiency and stability of OTIP are
similar to existing IP methods. In conclusion, the proposed software-defined cloud architecture
is safe from ever-evolving cyber-attacks. Furthermore, cloud architectures are forecast to have
effective advantages in terms of scalability and efficiency. Proposed architecture offers the benefit
today’s real-world scenarios such as smart cities.
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